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FOOD PANTRY
The RCS Tuesday Night Pantry recorded 10,000 household
visits in 2021, reaching over 24,000 individuals. That’s a lot of
people, especially considering that each Tuesday’s pantry is
currently operated by 15 volunteers. Though the pandemic
has continued to change the way our operations happen,
after many cautious trials and configurations during the last
year, we were able to restore one of the core principles of
our

programming:

client

choice.

Neighbors

visiting

RCS’

pantry are once again able to select from a full variety of
options as opposed to having a bag pre-packed for them.
The

client

choice

model

upholds

the

dignity

of

each

individual coming through our doors, and its successful return
is a real testament to RCS volunteers and their commitment
to serving the community in the best way possible.

COMMUNITY KITCHEN
In 2021, the amazing RCS kitchen crews prepared over 12,000 hot meals for our neighbors - all to-go! Carry-out
meals have been very popular, and they have allowed RCS to reach more neighbors in comparison to our prepandemic model. On average, volunteers prepare 225 meals a week as compared to the 100 meals they prepared
pre-pandemic for the weekly seated dinner. And the quality and creativity of the menus continue to provide
delicious AND nutritious food, even under the to-go model. A few of this year’s menus included:

Chicken paprikash with mashed potatoes, garlic knots,
and an apple muffin
Pork roast with cheesy vegetables and homemade
brownies
Fettuccine Alfredo with shrimp, fresh green salad, and
cookies
Baked pollock fillets with rice and broccoli, lemony
yellow peas, and lemon cake

In addition to hot meals, a determined and enthusiastic
team

of

volunteers

prepared

300

ham

and

cheese

sandwiches every week as a supplemental, ready-toeat snack to send home with neighbors. That’s over
15,000 sandwiches!

In October, the RCS dining hall reopened for neighbors
who

need

precautions

a

place

are

to

tight,

sit
with

down

and

limited

eat.

seating

Covid
and

packaged, disposable utensils, but we are thrilled to be
able to invite our community back inside.

SOCIAL SERVICES AND NURSING PROGRAM
RCS social services continued to be available by phone and email in 2021. Neighbors looking for assistance with SNAP
benefits, housing assistance, employment, access to healthcare, and public benefits were able to connect with the
social service team throughout the year.

The in-person Nursing Clinic continued its pandemic hiatus in 2021, but the nursing staff, including DePaul Nursing
students, maintained their connection with RCS, volunteering in other capacities. Students provided neighbors with
Covid care kits and jumped in as regular volunteers as well.

SECOND SATURDAY PANTRY
The RCS Mobile Pantry completed its 12th year in 2021.
RCS facilitates this GCFD-supplied program on the
second Saturday of each month in the north courtyard
of Ravenswood School and provides an abundance of
produce and pantry items to families in the community.
This

pantry

support

of

benefits
many

from

the

individuals

reliable
and

and

groups,

cheerful
including

regular collaboration with Junior League Chicago and
The Honeycomb Project, an organization that provides
service opportunities for families. The Second Saturday
Pantry provided groceries for over 3,000 individuals in
2021.

AFTER SCHOOL MARKET
In

November,

pantry

RCS

piloted

program

in

a

new,

off-site

partnership

with

McCutcheon School in Uptown. On the first
Thursday of the month, RCS brings nutritious,
kid-friendly pantry staples and produce to the
front of the school for parents to pick up at
dismissal
children

time.
and

For
tight

families
financial

with

young

constraints,

finding the time to visit a pantry can be a
challenge.

This

program

limits

the

barriers

between families and access to emergency
food

by

bringing

the

food

to

where

they

already are.

RCS

is

seeking

food

donations

for

this

program specifically. Please visit the Ways To
Help

page

of

our

website

information on requested items.

for

more

VOLUNTEERS
In a year full of surprises, the least surprising thing at RCS was the ongoing commitment and dedication of our
volunteer corps. They never stopped showing up for our neighbors, braving rain, snow, ice, extreme heat, and a
global pandemic. It is their work that makes all of RCS’ programming happen!! If you volunteered in any way in
2021, know that your contribution made a real difference in people’s lives.

FUNDRAISING AND EVENTS
Another year without in-person events, and yet RCS' supporters did not slow down. Our donors gave generously
again this year. Some even got creative, hosting parties in their home and with their co-workers in honor of RCS.
We don’t know what’s in store for 2022, but we cautiously look forward to the return of The Ravenswood Run and
the Spirits of Ravenswood as in-person events. Regardless of what the coming months bring, RCS will be able to
meet the challenge with the help of donors who have shown again and again that they care that our neighbors
have the food that they need to feed themselves and their families. This generosity supports RCS’ current
programming, allows us to expand our reach with new programming, and helps us respond to new needs in the
community.

RCS BY THE NUMBERS
In 2021, RCS:
Distributed more than 300,000 pounds of food
Hosted pantry visits in support of 27,000 individuals
Served 12,000 to-go hot meals
Provided 15,000 ready-to-eat sandwiches
Recorded over 5,200 volunteer hours
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